World and Main Launches New Paint Tools Brand with Upgraded
Products and Refreshed Packaging for Retail Partners
PXpro™ at the 2016 National Hardware Show – World and Main booth #5935

Cranbury, NJ—May 3, 2016

PXpro™, a World and Main, LLC brand and a leading distributor of professional and DIY paint
products, displayed its 2016 product collection at the National Hardware Show in Las Vegas, NV.
PXpro rolled out its “best” paint product assortment with new and improved products and refreshed
packaging to expand its portfolio.
World and Main’s paint product line offers a complete assortment of brushes, rollers, and paint
accessory kits with future plans to expand into other product lines within the category. The
relaunched PXpro product assortment displayed at the 2016 National Hardware Show included
Nylon/Polyester and White China Brushes, along with five varieties of Roller Covers–Microfiber,
Woven, Polyester, Yellow Stripe, and a Poly/Wool blend.

“We took this opportunity to improve key products within the assortment,” said Mark Francazio,
Category Director, Paint Sundries, World and Main. “This product line is built to create simplicity
and value for our dealers and end-users across the country. The new attractive, easy-to-identify
packaging quickly allows the consumer to identify the best solution for their needs,” said Francazio.
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“These products encompass some of the highest selling items in the market, and we’ve positioned
the line to maximize value and gross profit. Based on the feedback we’ve already received from key
customers, we believe our retail partners will be excited with this new launch,” said Francazio.
About World and Main
World and Main, LLC brings together a unique combination of product development, merchandising, global sourcing, and
distribution solutions across the home, hardware and building supply categories. The company is headquartered in
Cranbury, New Jersey, and has offices in Houston, Texas; Moody, Alabama; and Wuxi, China, along with five North
American distribution centers. Through its Retail Distribution, Wholesale Distribution, and Retail Products divisions,
World and Main stocks and distributes over 75,000 SKUs of branded and owned brands across 25 product categories.
This broad basket of products, coupled with World and Main’s exceptional distribution capabilities to all retail and
commercial channels, enables the company to deliver on its value proposition: Delivering Simplicity. Facilitating Success.
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